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 Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANET) is an upcoming innovative technology, which is a 

subdivision of Ad-hoc network, an amalgamation of various technologies to accomplish 
intelligent vehicle-vehicle communications and improvise traffic safety and effectiveness 

of transportation systems. Multicasting offers dissimilar traffic information to restricted 

vehicle drivers through parallel transmission. Although, it signify a vital contest in the 
application of Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks.  The applications of this delicate field are 

essential in the transmission of data. Subsequently, the VANET routing protocols are to 

be personalized aptly and satisfy the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements in multicast 
routing optimally. In this study, we suggest a Hybrid Bee swarm Routing Protocol 

Optimization technique which is used to solve the quality of service multicast routing 

problem (QoS-MRP) such as packet loss for Vehicular Ad- hoc Network and to increase 

the reliability of the system. The study of the proposed scheme shows an effective 

reduction of packet loss with improved performance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 A Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network, or VANET (Baraa T et al. (2014), R. Oliveira and M. Luís(2013), Sherali 

Zeadally et al.(2010)),is subclass of Ad-hoc network, to afford transportations among nearby vehicles and 

between vehicles(V2V) and vehicle to infrastructure(V2I), it is  described as roadside unit. The VANET used to 

provide safety and comfort for user, and it contains a miniature electronic device, that offer Ad-hoc Network 

connectivity for the users inside the vehicle. Using this device operating the network does not require 

complicated connection and server dispatch. All vehicle is armed with a device, that act as a node in the Ad-hoc 

network and it accept and transmit the messages over the wireless network. 

 Vehicular Ad-hoc network uses dissimilar ad-hoc networking technologies such as WiFi IEEE 802.11 b/g, 

WiMAX IEEE 802.16, Bluetooth, IRA, ZigBee for easy, precise, active as well as modest medium which 

provides vehicles a run time movement. This medium explore how well the routing occurs in the network. 

Vehicular routing in ad-hoc networks is categorized into three types, they are Unicast, Multicast and broadcast. 

Unicast routing is a elementary process for vehicle to generate a source-to-destination routing, Multicast is well-

distinct by distributing the packets from a one source to all multicast associates through multi-phase medium, 

Broadcast  protocol  transmit a advertisement  message from one sender to N-receivers in the vehicular 

networks.  The VANET core transmission is performed with the help of routing protocol, which discover the 

efficient routes between the nodes and allow the active interchange of data packets. To deals with this concept, 

we use optimization techniques in routing protocol.  In certain circumstances, such as fine ways environment of 

greater-concreteness nodes and fast mobile nodes , will distract the data communication of VANET 

unswervingly, cause in the rise of packet loss and delay, so packet loss is one of the  Crucial task in VANET, in 

order to overcome these problem we suggested a Hybrid Bee 
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Fig. 1: (a) Unicast Routing. (b) Multicast Routing. (c) Broadcast Routing. 
 
 swarm Routing Protocol based on multicast routing optimization. This paper focuses on packet loss 
reduction in VANET environs. The remains of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2, we discusses the 
Literature Survey. Section 3, describes the Research Proposal. Section 4, defines the Hybrid Bee swarm Routing 
protocol.  Section 5, Concludes with a discussion. 
 
1.  literature survey: 
 Several Bio-inspired routing optimization have been advanced to cope with Mobile and Vehicular Ad-hoc 
Networks. In this section, we extant the various bio-inspired algorithms proposed for VANET. 
 
1.1 Bee-Life Algorithm in VANET: 
 A vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is a type of portable ad hoc networks, deliberated key for intelligent 
transportation systems (ITS). It permits vehicle-vehicle communication in which their effort is measured by a 
VANET agility model like roadside base stations such as fixed infrastructure (Salim Bitam and  Abdelhamid 
Mellouk., 2013). Multicasting delivers dissimilar traffic statistics to a few vehicle drivers using concurrent 
transmission. Yet, it signifies a major task in the vehicular ad-hoc network applications. It is critical to 
communicate exact data in delicated end users. Accordingly, the VANET routing protocols reforms suitably the 
Quality of Service(QoS) necessities in multicast routing optimally. They have proposed a novel bee colony 
optimization algorithm called bees life algorithm (BLA) is used to resolve the quality of service multicast 
routing problem (QoS-MRP) in vehicular ad-hoc networks as NP-Complete problem by various limitations. 
BLA is used to elucidate QoS-MRP with the following  objectives such as cost, delay, jitter and bandwidth and 
also acquiesced to three constraints which are minimum requested bandwidth ,maximum allowed delay and 
jitter. They have not considered packet loss as a metric.  It has been implemented using Network Simulator2, the 
results shows that the suggested algorithm outstripped an effective genetic algorithm (GA), bees algorithm (BA) 
and marriage in honey bees optimization(MBO) algorithm as state-of-the-art conventional meta heuristics 
applied to QoS-MRP problem with the identical simulation factors. 
 
1.2  Optimization Algorithm in MANET Based On Genetic Algorithm: 
 Generally several Quality of Service (QoS) assurances are mandatory in utmost multicast applications 
(Baolin Su et al., 2008). This paper grants many restraints algorithm for traffic engineering in mobile ad hoc 
using multicast networks (MANET). The suggested algorithm is an innovative method for routing optimization 
algorithm in MANET based on genetic algorithm (MQMGA), using many Qos multicast constraints. The 
suggested MQMGA optimizes the average delay, long-life path, the multicast tree cost, maximum link 
consumption and end-to-end delay. Simulation shows the methodology is efficacious and auspicious 
presentation in traffic engineering and valuing the route strength in energetic portable networks. They have not 
considered Packet loss as a metric into account. 
 
1.3  Qos Multicast Routing using Particle  Swarm Optimization Algorithm: 
 QoS Multicast  networks is an imperative enquiry in networks and distributed systems (Sun J et al., 2011). 
It is too a thought-provoking and tough problem in High-Performance Networks of the future generation. Owing 
to its NP-completeness, various experimental techniques are employed to resolve the crisis. They have proposed 
modified Quantum-behaved Particle Swarm Optimization (QPSO) scheme for QoS Multicast routing. Using this 
scheme, QoS Multicast routing is rehabilitated into an integer programming problem with QoS constraints and 
elucidated by QPSO algorithm combined with loop deletion procedure. This routing, beside with the routing 
algorithms founded on particle swarm optimization (PSO) and genetic algorithm (GA), is verified on arbitrarily 
created network topologies for persistence in presentation appraisal. The simulation shows the efficacy of the 
suggested scheme on QoS routing problem and its preeminence to the scheme based on PSO and GA.  They 
have not considered packet loss as a metric.   
 
1.4 Tree-Growth Based Ant Colony Algorithm (TGBACA) in Routing Problem: 
QoS multicast routing is a non-linear combinatorial optimization problem (Hua Wang et al., 2011). It bangs to 
discover Multicast routing tree with negligible cost that satisfies various constraints such as bandwidth, delay 
and delay jitter. This quandary follows NP-completeness problem. The elucidation for these problems is to 
examine paths from the source node to destination node and assimilate these paths to form a multicast tree. Such 
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a scheme is deliberate and composite. To overwhelmed these faults, they have suggested a innovative method 
for tree-based optimization. This  scheme enhances the multicast tree, not like predictable results to verdict 
routes and mingle them to create a multicast tree. It smears Ant Colony Optimization to control the tree 
evolution in order to yield a multicast tree. Thru orthogonal experiments, the effective combination of numerous 
factors are designated to enhance the quality of optimization and then assess the recital and effectiveness of the 
suggested Algorithm (TGBACA) in contrast with Ant Colony Algorithm. The Simulation outcomes shows 
TGBACA algorithm does well in examining, quickness and flexibility.  Packet loss constraint  have  not been 
taken into account. 

  

1.5 Findings of the Survey: 

 
Table 1:  Findings of the Survey. 

Features Genetic Algorithm Bees Life  Algorithm 
Particle swarm 

Optimization 

Tree-based ant colony 

algorithm 

Parameters used 

1)Maximum link 

utilization 

2)the cost of multicast 
tree 

3)average delay 

4) maximum end-to-
end delay 

5)selection of long life 

path 

1)cost 
2)delay 

3)Jitter 

4)bandwidth 
Maximum allowed delay 

and  jitter 

Minimum requested 
bandwidth 

1. Least cost 

2. Average delay 

3. Average delay-jitter 

1.bandwidth, 

2.delay, and 

3.delay jitter 

Advantage 

1. Accurate and 

efficient method for 

assessing & calculating 
the route stability in 

active portable 

networks 
2. Speed and data 

transmission rate is 

greater 

1.Reduces the 
communication cost 

2. Minimum requested 

bandwidth 
3. BLA outperformed 

GA, BA (Bees 

Algorithm)and MBO( 
Marriage in honey Bees 

Optimization)in terms of 

efficiency and 
performance 

1.Less computation 

time 
2. Better least cost 

3. higher routing 

request success ratios 
 

 

performs well in 

1.Probing 
2.Quickness 

3. Flexibility. 

Disadvantage 

Packet loss parameter  

was not taken into 
account 

Packet loss parameter  

was not taken into 
account 

They have not taken 

packet loss constraints 
into account 

They have not taken 

packet loss constraints 
into account 

                                             

 Packet loss  have not been used as a constraint in all these papers, so we considered this as our Objective. 

There are three reasons for packet loss in VANET protocols which are, packets expired, weak wireless links and 

buffer overflow. This paper focuses on network stability, and also to diminish the Packet loss a hybrid bee 

swarm routing protocol based on multicast routing optimization is used. 

 

2.  Research Proposal: 

 Research studies shown that Vehicle-Vehicle communication is also called as VANET i.e. Vehicular  Ad-

hoc Network, a vehicle transfer to its neighboring vehicles in the nonexistence of a Central Base Station. This 

conception is a direct communication which leads the vehicle to get the safety messages from Unicast or 

Muticast vehicles through wireless media. These messages are tiny in size and have diminutive period in which 

they have to reach their destination. The Vehicle-Vehicle system is an Ad-hoc network with high flexibility and 

fluctuating number of nodes, where mobile nodes enthusiastically generate short-term period and transmitting 

messages from one to other nodes by means of several phases with the constraint in their diminutive range. The 

Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANET) routing has engrossed numerous devotions during the past years. So it 

concentrates on the routing model for VANET. The data transfer through this network is stimulating since it 

proficiently grip topology variations and disjointed network. 

 Hybrid Bee Swarm Routing Protocol is used to solve QoS-MRP (Multicast Routing problem) to overcome 

packet loss reduction and to improve the performance in Packet transfer. 

 

3. Hybrid Bee Swarm Routing Protocol (Hybr): 

 HyBR is a hybrid protocol which deals with Topology-based routing approach, when the network density is 

high (e.g., city-based VANET) vice versa if  the network is not high, it uses geography-based routing approach 

(e.g., highways) as exposed in Fig. 2. In a GPS(Global positioning system) devices, each node maintains the 

location information of all VANET nodes in a table called as positions table that is reorganized whenever 

network structure fluctuates. 

 Additionally, each node retains its routing table which comprises several routes in the direction of the 

preferred endpoint. Merely the further step to nearby destination is indicated. 
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Fig. 2: HyBR routing protocol procedures based on   VANET density. 

  

Partitioning of the network into sub-networks to perform the appropriate routing: 

 Network density is used to select the kind of routing mechanism to be used in a VANET environment. 

(Salim Bitam et al., 2013). This assessment is prepared by the source node after reckoning the VANET density 

based on the extent of nodes dig up in the positions table. In further confrontations in the position table, the 

source node verify the set-up amid of the source and the destination after dividing it, into sub-networks where 

each one has a perimeter equivalent to transmission range. If the number of nodes in a sub-network is more than 

the threshold ‘α’ then it is called as density coefficient, calculated using(1), based on which Topology Based 

Routing  is applied or else the geography-based routing  is entreated. Where α denotes the number of vehicles in 

the checked sub-area. 

 

α =TR/β 

 

Formula 1. Estimating the no of vehicles: 

 where, TR is the Transmission Range perimeter, and β is an observer parameter that states the density of the 

transmission range. For example, β= 6 is choosed as an experimental value which point to the finest outcome, 

based on regular test.. Thus, if TR = 300 m, α = 300/6 = 50 vehicles. In this instance, we deliberate this sub-area 

as dense.  Once, the source node determines the sub-routes by its routing table using topological routing and 

similarly, it find out the sub-routes in order to distribute packets by its positions table using geographical 

routing. 

 
 

Fig. 3:  HyBR route based on two consecutive sub  paths. 

 

 All these sub-routes are organized and it is placed in the packet header (i.e., the sub-routes are laid to direct 

the entire path from the source to the destination) to forward all the data packets appropriately. Fig 3 explains 

two consecutive sub-paths that generate the complete path among the source and the destination. The primary 

sub-path is grasped by topology-based technique, and the consequent one is acquired using geography-based 

technique. These two sub-paths are positioned using the source node at the header of all data packet and it is 

directed to the destination. If the network is scattered into sub-networks where both uses the applicable routing 

based on the sub-network density, a border node is demarcated by the source node among the two consecutive 

sub-networks. This border node act as an midway destination of the leading sub-network, and as an intermediate 

source for the subsequent one. 

 

3.1 Proposed Result: 

 HyBR is created and it is processed using the constant erudition model that involves the lively happenings 

which found to be the significant assets of VANETs. The HyBR pools the types of topology routing and 

geographic routing. It assures security services by transferring the large number of packets with minimum 

delays. In order to govern the efficacy and the concert of HyBR, we evaluate the act grounded on metrics such 

as end-to-end delay, packet loss. We will obtain improved enactment outcomes via HyBR in disparity to 

Topology based 

Routing 

(VANET high density) 

Geography based 

Routing 

(VANET low density) 

HyBR prtocol 
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outdated routing algorithms such as Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) topology-based routing 

protocol and Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) geography-based protocol. 

  

Conclusion:  

 In our work a Hybrid Bee swarm Routing Protocol is used to reduce the packet loss in Vehicle to Vehicle 

(V2V) communication. This protocol will moderate the packet loss and also improve the performance in Packet 

Delivery. From the research work it is concluded that packet loss will be reduced in vehicle to vehicle 

communication in urban environment.  
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